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Press Release 
  “Get Ghana and Get Africa” 

10th September, the Kulungu Bombing 

Signals of Blackman’s woes 

The Kulungu bombing was done by Adama Armadi, Moro Salifu etc and that day was Ghana’s day of 

shame. A day a Pan-Africanist, a great African was thrown down. Bawku was part of Western 

Togoland, that was claimed by Dr Kwame Nkrumah. Majority of Bawku people who are Kusasi are in 

Ghana, which forms part of the reasons of the referendum right from Aflao, Yendi including Kulungu. 

That is why archs are signals at those various borders. It was when DR Kwame Nkrumah was going 

to commission the Kulungu border that he was bombed. He was not only bombed because of his 

achievements but for the Uranium deposits that was discovered. Many were suspected and JB 

Danquah had to be convicted and all that the CIA, British and Western Intelligence have done failed. 

Today It’s people with no sense of shame or guilt who are in position of power ruling this country.  

This release sought to inform and educate every Ghanaian, that Kwame Nkrumah remains the 

greatest Ghanaian ever regardless the falsified lies from UP tradition. The western intelligences 

sponsored group kept insulting and dissingrating Kwame Nkrumah’s body more than three times, 

and even took a world bank loans to renovate his grave side without a sense of shame. 

The very person their fathers bombed under the influence of self-hate is now their Icon. Isn’t the 

Kwame Nkrumah Oil that NDC mortgaged for 10 years and is it not the same Oil that NPP has just 

mortgaged for another 10 years leaving the country at the mercy of massive pain and misery? 

It’s the people of Kwame Nkrumah that have the biggest oil deposits at Arker Oil field in Africa.  

All those people who were happy bombing the fortunes of the nation never put up a single factory in 

those areas. Kwame Nkrumah built the groundnut mill in Bawku, he built small dams, irrigation dams, 

and boreholes all over the communities for agriculture purposes for the then three northern regions 

which have been destroyed by Rawlings. Rawlings removed all the pumps and replaced them with 

cheap ones from China which couldn't survive until the community bought their pumps 

Wouldn’t it be interesting to note that 17 British military officers who helped the Israeli during their 

creation as a state against the Palestinian were all flown to Ghana helping the UP characters on how 

to plant these bombings to destroy Nkrumah and his vision for Africa and Blacks across the globe? 

The CIA’s objective is to subvert African through Ghana by destroying the Convention People’s Party 

and to transform the brilliant Ghanaians into professional beggars with all these resources. 
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Uranium is the cheapest source of energy which we have including gold and diamond that could have 

changed our fortunes as a nation including the tremendous agricultural achievements of comrade 

Kutu Acheampong, the obedient Pan Africanist and a son to Dr Kwame Nkrumah. He used just 6 years 

to revamp our agricultural fortunes with Operation Feed Yourself. Benso, Twifopraso Oil Palm 

Plantations owned by State Farms around Takoradi was sold to Unilever by Rawlings and denied the 

people of their own land and share but leaving them in an extreme poverty.  

The 10th September bombing and any other bombing were not aimed at Kwame Nkrumah but at Africa 

through Ghana and the Black race as a whole, hence the mantra “Get Ghana and Get Africa”. 

 The Convention Peoples Party (CPP) was pushed down in 1966 and the black aim and objectives were 

subverted to fulfil the mantra of “Get Ghana and Get Africa”. 

Today, CPP is resurrected on the 12th June 2022 (at Odododiodo, the Arena Park) with her Digital 

Membership code of *920*277#r same as Russia, our long-time ally to control the multipolar world.  

As Jesus is resurrected and lives on so is Kwame Nkrumah for ever 
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